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Abstract
A facet is a collection of words that summarizes the query.
Ecommerce sites and product comparison websites generally use
faceted search. It enables clients to narrow down query items by
applying numerous filters based on dependent on faceted order
of the things. Property of a query is based on the behavior of
the query itself. Facets (a) helps to cover more details, (b) don’t
show empty results (c) don’t consume much amount of time. (d)
easy way to explore. Facets enable to cut down search outcomes.
In previous systems, a fixed ordered facet list were displayed,
called as static list, which had low quality results that is, irrelevant
items and lot of time was consumed in displaying the results. In
this paper, a framework is being proposed on how facets can be
ordered dynamically. Results will be generated based on user’s
interest through Google and a dynamic list shall be provided. The
generated facets, display all the high ranked pages which help users
to find their desired products in less amount of time and effort.
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I. Introduction
By using facets helps search outcomes are reduced, so that in less
amount of effort and time, users can select their products without
wasting much time. Facet is a set of words or a phrase. A query
with many facets which covers data from different characteristics
is called as multi-facets.
Facets help to provide useful information about a query and
improve the search results. Firstly, search results must be displayed
by comparing it to the results, which consider the facets of a query,
by this users will get to know its importance of surfing through
many papers. Consider an example, such as “apple” for one facet,
apple products are shown ie, Apple Inc. and for the other facet
different kinds of apple fruits will be shown. Secondly, facets
can improve sorting. By re-ranking, results do avoid pages which
have duplicate products. Facets may contain structured data in
it and is used in different fields like entity and semantic search
excluding traditional search method [12-14]. Proposed system
is being developed in such a way that, it extracts high quality
lists and generates facets in view of user interest with the help
of search engines and hence provide a dynamic list. This list
would be unique for all users, it even considers the properties
and numerical facets.
Main feature of this is the rank, apart from price and properties.
Search engines to deal properly with synonyms and homonyms.
Time consumed will be less comparing to previous works. Further
the list duplication problem is analyzed to find better query
facets by mining their similarities. Ranking of facets is based on
websites are unique. Precisely, level of duplication is evaluated
between two records and correct the aspects those records with
high duplication.
II. Previous Works
Facets provide helpful information about a query. The main time
consuming aspect for a user to search through pages in web is
concentrated. Steering through many sites and pages continuously
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is time taking task and difficult. We might even end-up empty
handed. Hence, a solution called QD Miner was proposed in [1].
Based on the process, a list will be finalized to the user. A concept
similar to it is adapted in this paper. Utility Mining concept is
integrated to display facets in a priority manner, this helps in
improving searching. List extraction algorithm, QT (Quality
Threshold) clustering algorithm, WQT (Quality Threshold with
Weighted data points). In paper [1] Experimental results have
shown that quality of facets mined are good. Disadvantage of it
is time consuming in case of retrieving the results.
Online product search, acts as a tool for customers to find their
products. Due to the technical advancement, search space on web
for the products has increased. [2] focused on problems effected
due to – 1) Price- Product search help users to focus more on
properties of the products besides its price. 2) Search engines don’t
deal with homonyms and synonyms properly. Category mapping
and Product name identification are the algorithms used. There
major role was in product search and information aggregation
method. Through results, a better performance with accuracy
about 91% was shown. But the drawback was it was lacking in
ranking concept.
Faceted search helps to display relevant documents from a
tremendous source of web pages on the net; but ambiguity
issue (existence of two or more meanings in a single word) is
still present. Two main problems caused by search engines are
discussed in [3]: Lexical ambiguity and Collaborative filtering.
Additionally, this search is appealed for structured data and in few
cases for unstructured data. The experimental results in [2] have
shown that in most cases, relevant documents are shown but the
accuracy is not so good, all the irrelevant documents are shown
to user. Disadvantage was that the unstructured data consumed
more time compared to structured data.
In [4] dynamic facet generation is abstracted. Facets are suggested
dynamically and are drilled down to a database so the navigation
cost is reduced. System asks user a question or a set of questions
on different facets at every step based on the response, facets are
fetched dynamically to the next most related set of facets, further
the process repeats. Based on user interest facets are selected. In [4]
facet selection algorithm is utilized. It works with ranked retrieval
model where a ranking function uses the user preferences. Through
results, we can say that this method is effcient, and its effectiveness
and the robustness is validated by experimental studies. Drawback
was time increases as the size of dataset increases, hence time
consuming.
Web search gives uncertain data, which provides poor results.
For finding such faceted queries, by this technique interesting
facets of a query are gathered linguistically extracted from search
results. These gatherings are named as query facets and those in
these gatherings are facet terms. An approach is developed to
acknowledge query facets from the abandoned users found. Results
on queries have shown that the supervised method significantly
outperforms the existing systems. The existing approaches are for
the mostly unsupervised (categories of information are unknown).
Algorithms used were 1) QF-I and QF-J they approximate the
results by project whether a drilldown item is a facet term and
whether two drilldown items can be merged into a category and
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2) Quality Threshold clustering calculation. Through results
supervised method outperformed compared to other unsupervised
methods, in this even the query facet extraction can be effectively
done. Moreover, in this approach properties and aspects are
ranked additionally, unlike the existing ones [6]. None of the
methodologies from the previous approaches have focused on
performance aspect.
At present, many applications which are using faceted
search have ‘expert based’ selection procedure which is done
physically [10-11], or a facet list is provided which is static [8].
Ordering and selecting facets physically requires a considerable
amount of manual effort. Further, faceted search allows query
refinement. Therefore, a predefined list of facets cannot be
taken into view when finding a desired product. A system which
discovers query facets by adding frequent records from the
best results is implemented. This system is proposed due to:
1. Websites organize all the essential data in a rundown design,
which happens in a sentence repeatedly generally separated by
commas, or in a well-formed structure (e.g.,a table).
2. Relevant websites crucial records and are placed essentially
in the best search results, whereas irrelevant records appear
infrequently. Hence, we can get good records and further rank
facets effectively.
III. System Overview
When a user searches for a query q, top K results are retrieved from
the search engine and fetched to form a set R as data. Through
this query facets are mined by the following four steps:
1. Extraction: Lists and its context is extracted from every
document. From the document, all the data is extracted.
2. Weighting: These extracted records are weighted, and later
irrelevant records, like price list, are assigned with low weights.
3. Clustering: Similar records are grouped together to form a
facet. They are not precisely same, but share most covered things.
To overcome the above issues, we gather compare records to create
aspects. In this paper, records are not correspondingly crucial.
Better records are gathered first.
4. Facet and Item Ranking: Facets and their items are evaluated
and ranked. From unique content of search results drilldowns are
extracted; and these rundowns are basic, i.e., they have higher
weights. Thus, emphasizing unique content.
Architecture:
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is based on the existing approaches [7,9]. Let’s assume D is set
of number of products, F represents set all things considered,
and C:D→2 F is the mapping of each item to a subset of facets.
Occurrence of multiple clicks is considered. Moreover, assuming
that the process can be repeated, a maximum of k iterations. If
the user gets his desired product in the top-m results ie; in less
than k times, then search session ends, otherwise it ends after all
the k iterations is completed. The proposed facets are denoted by
Fq, where Fp,S⊂Fq. The utility of displaying a set of facets Fq ⊆
F, proposed by a facet optimization approach M, with a query q
and a set of selected facets S, is defined as following:

Where 𝐸[𝑞,𝑆] denotes expected effort of a user in searching for
a product, ie; search effort, when he does not click on facets,
𝐸𝑀[𝑞,𝑆,Fp] denotes the search effort with the help of drill down
process, X is a random variable that represents the search effort
of a user for one click,
represents the rank of d in the result
set.
A. Extraction of Lists
Lists are extracted using HTML tags, like SELECT, UL, OL,
and TABLE. These simple HTML tag based patterns are named
as 𝐻𝑇𝑀𝐿𝑇𝐴𝐺. For the SELECT tag, text is extracted to create a
drilldown. Furthermore, the first thing is removed, for example,
“select” or “choose”. UL/OL essential text inside the labels is
extracted for two labels (LI). In a table, one drilldown from each
line or each segment is extracted. At most m+n records is extracted,
for a table containing m lines and n segments.
Table. 1: List of sites related to the query provided by the user

B. Weighting of Lists
Separated records are useless. Some of them are irrelevant. They
are not even related to the query. These rundowns must be rejected
and better depend more on good ones to generate more related
facets.
Table 2: List of weighted items from the extracted lists

Fig. 1: Dataflow of Proposed System
IV. Mining of Query Facets
Multifaceted search is a commonly used in e-commerce
applications, like Web shops. Due to the tremendous demand, Web
shops use static data for facets to be appeared. Main objective of
this paper is to reduce the effort of the user, from multiple clicks,
who is in search of an desired item. The problem presented here
w w w. i j c s t. c o m
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A decent rundown must contain results with closely related to the
query. SDOC is the Document matching weight.

Where
.
denotes supporting score by result d.
gives
the percentage of items contained in result d.
measures
the importance of the document d. It is derived from ranks of
documents. Documents which are ranked higher are considered
as most relevant ones to the query.
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2. List Duplication Estimation
There are a few approaches to evaluate the similarity between
the texts. The SimHash [16] calculation. Similarity between two
records is based on Hamming Distance between the fingerprints
of their context.
Item Ranking
The importance of an item in a facet depends upon its rank and
the number of lists contained in the item. In a list, better item is
ranked higher than the worst item.

C. Clustering of Lists
A modified QT (Quality Threshold) clustering calculation [15]
is utilized to merge records. QT is a calculation that gets data to
form a good list. Comparing with other, QT provides guarantee
for quality by finding large amounts of lists which don’t go
beyond the defined constraints of the user. This technique keeps
unique data from being constrained and provides top k-clusters.
In QT, the amount of clusters is not needed to be specified. It is
known as WQT (Quality Threshold with Weighted data points).
Table 3: Grouping Items based on their Weights Obtained

D. Ranking of Facets
When the facets are generated, along with the items their
importance is also evaluated then ranking is done. As provided,
most related facet must appear frequently in the results. A facet
is considered to be critical if (1) they have higher weights and (2)
if the drilldown is extracted from a unique content. Importance
of facet, for a facet c is given by,

Where,
C(c) denotes independent group of lists,
SG gives the weight of these lists,
Sl is the weight of list l in group G.
Table 4: Ranking

1. Unique content
Since from a same site provides comparative data, different records
from a same site inside an aspect are duplicated.
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Fig. 2: Displaying of Search Results
The system discussed has to undergo huge number of levels to
extract top results and generate facets through search engines,
considering the interests of the user therefore giving a dynamic
rundown. This rundown would be unique for all the clients. It even
takes the properties and numerical facets into its account, not only
on price and properties, even on the ranks. Time consumption
will be less compared to previous works. Further list duplication
is analyzed, and to get better query facets by mining their
similarities.
V. Conclusion
Fundamental approach is to drill facets in such a way that the
user discovers its desired item with the least measure of effort
and time. Furthermore, issue with copied records is examined,
and find that features can be made indicate fine-grained similarity
between records by differentiating their similarities. The other
criteria is to sort the properties based on facets. For property
ordering, ranking is done in descending order based on their
properties, in this way selective facets lead to an easy and quick
drill down of the results. In this way duplicate content will be
neglected. Furthermore, if a weighting scheme is employed based
on the number of coordinating products which can handle missing
values. Which additionally solves the issue of copied records,
and features are moved forward by demonstrating fine-grained
similarity between records using their similarities.
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